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Abstract: Although there are libraries simplifying creation of card games, only few of 

them provide general and comprehensive design that facilitates creation of any 

classic card game. Our library enables simple development of card games and their 

graphic representation. As part of all-in-one solution we created a client-server 

application that is able to run any card game created using our library. To evaluate 

our library we implemented five exemplary games. We also created self-learning 
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pouze několik z nich umožňuje dostatečně obecný návrh umožňující tvorbu jakékoliv 

klasické karetní hry. Naše knihovna poskytuje jednoduché řešení pro tvorbu 

klasických karetních her a jejich grafickou reprezentaci. Součástí našeho řešení je 

klient-server aplikace schopná spustit libovolnou karetní hru vytvořenou pomocí naší 

knihovny. Pro ověření funkčnosti naší knihovny jsme implementovali pět 

ukázkových karetních her. Také jsme vytvořili samoučící umělou inteligenci, která je 

schopna se s minimálním zásahem ze strany programátora naučit libovolnou 

klasickou karetní hru vytvořenou pomocí naší knihovny. Pro tuto umělou inteligenci 

jsme zvolilli metodu Q-Learning posilovaného učení. Doufáme, že náš projekt 

umožní jednoduchou a efektivní tvorbu karetních her a jejich distribuci herní 

komunitě. 
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Preface 

Classic card games (CCGs), such as Solitare, FreeCell, Hearts, Marias, Poker 

or Bridge have a lot of similar properties. They are in discrete space (card table) and 

have only a limited number of cards. In addition, all cards are pre-known and have 

limited amount of players. Only some of the card games, such as Solitare or 

FreeCell, are played by one player only. Other card games are played against other 

players via servers or against artificial intelligence. Every card table is composed of 

basic elements such as card spots. Each classic card has its value and suit. Every 

CCG consists of phases. Phases may influence, e.g., the table layout, game rules or 

players’ scores. The main characteristic of each phase is that the players alternately 

pick one action out of a discrete set of actions and by doing so, they are able to 

influence the further course of the game. Classic actions are: 

- Selection of a card 

- Movement of a card from one spot to another 

- Players’ bid 

There are existing libraries which enable easier representation of cards and 

card decks [1]. However it fails to be enough since it does not allow us to represent 

the whole CCG. There are libraries for creation of board games available [2], 

unfortunately, they are too general. Developer needs to define a large amount of 

characteristics, such as playing cards, decks or card spots. However, some libraries 

that have both characteristics and are very close to the desired result [3]. 

Nevertheless, none of them have solved all the problems, e.g. general table 

representation, biddings or multiplayer. 

It has never been easy for two players to play on one computer. Therefore, we 

anticipated the need to create artificial intelligence which plays against the player 

and thus enable single-player mode. Artificial intelligences are relatively widespread 

for well-known card games [4; 5]. However, for games with smaller communities 

there is neither computer implementation nor complex artificial intelligence. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Definition of classic card games 

There is no official definition for CCGs so we will define it ourselves. 

Definition 1: Card 

Card is a basic element of a card game containing information. Cards have 

two sides – one containing the information (forth) while the other one being blank 

(back). In most card games, a card is represented by a rectangular shape with two 

properties – suit and value. 

Definition 2: Deck 

Deck is a predefined collection of Cards. It may be reset, drawn from or 

shuffled. 

Definition 3: Table 

Table is a static arrangement of Cardspots in discrete plane. Cardspots have 

associated held Cards. Together with other meta-data (e.g. round number), every 

order of Cards on the table defines a specific state of the game. 

Definition 4: Bidding 

Bidding is a specific state of the card game where players do not use cards to 

communicate but are using bidding calls instead. Every bidding call may alter the 

scoring or even the rules of the game. 

Definition 5: Game-phase 

Card games may have multiple game-phases such as Bidding phases, game 

play phases or can be divided into mini-games. Gameplay phase allows users to alter 

states of the game using Cards and usually ends when a specific state is reached. 

Definition 6: Score 

Score is a numerical evaluation of a given player based on the final state of 

the game and game meta-data. 
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Definition 7: Classic Card Game 

Classic Card Game (CCG) must satisfy following properties: 

1. Cards within CCG contain information only about value and suit. 

2. CCG provides Deck with all the Cards that may be used within the game. 

3. CCG is played by finite group of one or more players. 

4. CCG provides a way to obtain all actions available to the given player. 

5. CCG consists of one or more Game-phases. 

6. CCG provides a Table defined for each Game-phase. 

7. CCG provides Score of all players. 

CCGs may contain cards that are visible to particular selected players. 

Therefore, it is said that CCGs are games of incomplete information. For example, 

games where players hold private cards such as the card game Hearts are games of 

incomplete information. 

This definition is a satisfactory for the classic card games that are widespread 

in the Czech Republic, such as Bridge, Hearts, Mariáš, Prší, Lóra, Solitare, FreeCell 

or Poker. However, it also enables us to redefine other games (Chess, Tic Tac Toe or 

Checkers) as classic card games. 

Chess is an example of a board game that could be defined as a Table 

containing 8x8 Cardspots. Cards would correspond to Chess pieces with suit 

equivalent to color of the piece and value equivalent to the type of the piece. All used 

pieces are known before the game starts and can be provided by the game in an 

appropriate Deck. Chess is played by two players. Both players have a discrete 

number of actions they may do. There are no bidding phases, just the gameplay. The 

result of the game can be expressed in an integer score 2-0, 1-1 or 0-2 which is 

common for Chess games. And thus even Chess are representable as CCG. 

Despite that the possibility of redefining chess as CCG is not a part of our 

problem, it makes the implementation more general. 
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1.2 Related works 

There are several libraries and frameworks that ease card game development 

[6; 7]. Most of them focuses on standard types such as cards or decks. Most robust 

solution is cardgameframework [8] which provides classes and interfaces for card 

game essentials. Unfortunately, none of them provide graphics, user interface (UI), 

nor server for multiplayer games. Majority of the work still has to be done the game 

programmer. 

Projects aim on creating a general card game framework that are still in its 

development also exists [3; 9]. Namely Card Game Aurelia [10] aims to create a 

client-server application supporting game modules that could in time satisfy the 

Classic Card Game definition. However, the development appears to be frozen for 

two years. 

We found several libraries and frameworks that facilitate complete 

development of card games [1; 11]. They provide a solution for creation of UI 

together with standard card game types such as decks but failing to support 

multiplayer games or AIs. We also found a complete solution for everything 

mentioned above, however, closed to a specific genre – Collectable Card Games. The 

framework [12] is available as a toolkit for Unreal Engine [13]. 

The most robust found solution is Board Game Arena [14] (BGA). BGA 

provides a framework for creation of board games, includes creation of inner logic 

and UI. The created game is provided to gaming community via BGA marketplace. 

The downsides of BGA are large requirements on the programmer. Since BGA 

supports board games and not specifically card games, the programmer must redefine 

standard types such as cards and routines such as card comparison for each game. 

BGA runs in a browser, therefore, and because of that it is required for the 

programmer to be fluent in php, SQL, HTML and JavaScript [2]. 
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1.3 Goals 

Our goal is to fill the gap between projects mentioned in Related works (see 

section 1.2).  

Our solution should simplify and ease the development and distribution of 

CCGs. We will create a multiplatform framework and provide a simple way to define 

CCGs. The framework will be designed with respect to AI creation. Furthermore, we 

will provide a graphical user interface (GUI) multiplatform client application capable 

of playing all CCGs created using our framework. Server application will be offered, 

as well, enabling multiplayer games. On top of that, we will provide a way for 

creating self-learning AIs with minimal programming input for any game created by 

our framework. 

Goals: 

1. General framework that will be able to represent Classic Card Games and 

ease their development with respect to AIs. 

2. Five CCG representations for demonstration purposes. 

3. Client-server application that will enable us to play any CCG created by 

our framework as singleplyer and multiplayer games. 

4. Simple AIs for our CCG demonstrations. 

5. Demonstration of self-learning AI. 

1.4 Our solution 

We created a library called ‘CardGameLib’ containing all standard types and 

procedures that a programmer may need. It also allows the programmer to implement 

his own procedures and data types as long as they fit prepared interfaces. The 

abstraction that the library provides facilitates creating general AI players whose 

knowledge about the game design is not needed. Creation of applications able to 

execute any game created using the library is also available. 
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Afterward, we developed client and server applications which import any 

given game or AI created via our library without any interference to the code
1
. Client 

is able to communicate with the server, create accounts and transfer information to 

other clients using the server and thus multiplayer games are possible (see Figure 

1-1). 

We also provide a library that focuses on creation of self-learning AI using 

reinforced learning, namely Q-learning. The library contains predefined data 

structures and routines for training a Q-learning AI for incomplete information 

games. We named the library ‘CardGameQLearning’. 

 
Figure 1-1: Application structure 

1.5 Structure of the thesis 

In our work we will analyze and describe: 

1) CardGameLib framework in chapter 2; 

2) Server application and networking in chapter 3; 

3) Client application in chapter 4; 

4) Implemented CCGs as verification of functionality of the CardGameLib 

library in chapter 5; 

5) AIs in CCGs in chapter 6. 

. The results and future extension will be discussed at the end of the work. In the 

appendices we will provide the user’s and programmer’s documentation of our work. 

                                                 

1
 With exception on the server-side, described later in chapter 3. 
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2 Classic Card Games Framework 

First part of our work was to create a CCG framework. In this chapter, we 

will analyze design of the CCG framework and client application (see chapter 4). 

Thereafter, programming language will be analyzed and decided. Finally, structure of 

our framework will be described, as well as the framework’s implementation and 

how it is connected to the CCG definition (see Definition 7). 

2.1 Approach 

Before the decision of how to design our framework, the design of a client 

application must be considered. It should be able to use the abstraction of 

implemented CCGs for game’s execution.  

There are several options how to design our client application. First option is 

to create a catalogue application that receives information of other installed card 

games created via our framework which will offer the user the option to run any of 

them separately. This approach is used by applications that have intensive 

performance such as Battle.net [15] from Blizzard Entertainment which offers to run 

games like Hearthstone, Diablo, StarCraft or World of Warcraft created by the same 

company. 

Presumably, a better option is to create a client application that imports 

created card games as plug-in modules, similar to Card Game Aurelia [10]. Card 

games are not as performance demanding as games from Blizzard Entertainment 

[15]. Therefore, we can run several of them in one window which might save some 

computer performance and memory resulting in no multiple processes being needed. 

We decided for a client application accepting CCGs as plug-in modules. 

Next, how to design the framework must be decided. 

There are several approaches for designing a card game framework. Defining 

our own domain specific scripting language (DSL) may be tried. It leads to 

anticipation of all actions programmer might want to define or to create a DSL that is 

sufficiently versatile. Those actions might be challenging and difficult and 

programmers would have to learn a new programming language. 
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A more natural option is creating a library or a module for already existing 

programming language which simplifies CCG creation with premade data structures 

and card game routines such as many libraries mentioned in the first part of related 

works (see section 1.2). The programmer has the power of general-purpose language 

but the amount of work he has to do is still minimal. Therefore this option has been 

chosen. 

2.2 Programming language and portability 

A programming language that is going to be used must be decided before 

starting the design of the framework. Our own application is wanted – and thus the 

framework as well – to be cross-platform. Therefore, choices were made between 

most well-known cross-platform programming languages such as Python, Java and 

C#. 

Python [16] is an interpreted object-oriented scripting language that is used 

mainly for small programs, simple scripts, web developments or graphical user 

interface (GUI) developments. Python is easy to work with, simple to learn it and 

code easily being read thanks to its design. However, Python is an interpreted 

language which is significantly slower than Java or C# in most cases. 

Java and C# are very similar in many ways. Both are object-oriented cross-

platform languages. We decided to use C# with Mono [17] compiler. Mono allows 

programmers to use our portable library in many supported languages [18]. On top of 

that, compared to Java C#, it has more syntax sugar making the code easier to 

understand. 

Our framework is exported into .dll format referable by CCG projects as a 

dynamic library. Created CCGs are exported into .dll formats as dynamic libraries as 

well. Afterwards, they are loaded to client application as a plug-in module. 
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2.3 Structure of library 

We created a CCG library that should fit all CGG requirements and named it 

CardGameLib. We designed the framework to fit the Definition 7. 

In this section we will describe each key class of the framework and how it is 

connected to CCG definitions. We show complete class diagram as a well-arranged 

functionality review at the end of the section. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details. 

2.3.1 ICard and IDeck 

ICard and IDeck interfaces are our main cornerstones that offer an abstract 

representation of classic cards (see Definition 1) and card decks (see Definition 2). 

ICard is an interface defining cards as comparable, identifiable objects with 

integer suit and value and thus satisfying Definition 1. In order to ease programmer’s 

job, we also included CardsWithTrumpComparer class that compares ICard 

instances with respect to predefined trump suit. 

There are numerous types of cards based on specialized decks. The most 

common decks in the Czech Republic are German Playing Cards [19] and French 

Playing Cards [20]. Therefore, we also implemented GermanCard and 

FrenchCard classes. In addition, both classes have implemented FromString 

and ToString methods used for readable serialization and deserialization of cards. 

IDeck is a named IList of ICards, it also contains methods as Reset, 

Draw, Shuffle, Swap and CardFromString for simple manipulation with 

contained cards and thus satisfies the Definition 2. CardFromString method is 

used for deserialization of contained cards. We have already included GermanDeck 

and FrenchDeck classes as IDeck implementations specialized on GermanCard 

and FrenchCard classes respectively in order to ease programmers’ job. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details.  
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2.3.2 Table 

Table in our library is designed to satisfy the Definition 3. The 

implementation of Table in CardGameLib alters from the definition. The Table is 

implemented as 2D array of Elements (see subsection 2.3.3). Other types of 

Elements (beside CardSpots) were enabled in order to unify the 

implementation of gameplay and bidding phases, also to present more variability to 

the programmer. 

We briefly discussed the possibility of continuous space instead of 2D array 

of Elements. In such a space, each Element holds its dimensions and position as 

floating point numbers. We chose 2D array because of easier implementation and 

because it is simpler to work with. However, we keep the continuous space idea in 

mind as a possible future work (see chapter 8). 

On top of basic manipulation with contained Elements Table offers the 

possibility to define X and Y card overlays. These represent the overlap of cards in a 

percentage (between 0 and 100%). 

See Figure 2-1 for sample example Table object’s appearance in client 

application. 
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Figure 2-1: Described bidding table of Graduation sub-game of Lora 

2.3.3 Element 

Element is the parent class of every static element of the Table (see 

subsection 2.3.2), for example, CardSpot (see subsection 2.3.3.2) or image. Each 

element has several properties. The most interesting ones are Privileges, Id, 

Taken, and Name. Id is a unique number assigned to each element upon creation 

and is used for element’s identification. Name should point to the name of a 

descendant class. Taken is a 2D array of boolean values denoting what positions 

on the table are overlaid by the element. Privileges is a private dictionary 

containing integer-coded information about privilege rights of each player (see 

subsection 2.4.3). See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more 

implementation details. 

There are several premade elements. We will describe only the most 

important ones, CallBox and CardSpot. See the programmer’s documentation in 

chapter 12 for more implementation details. 
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2.3.3.1 CallBox 

CallBox represents a bidding calls holder list. It is used for implementing 

the bidding phases (see Definition 4). Graphical representation should be a list of 

player’s options. Because of that, Taken array should be filled with only True 

values. Players with appropriate rights have the option to read or add (or remove) 

bidding calls (see subsection 2.3.5). See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 

12 for more implementation details. 

2.3.3.2 CardSpot 

CardSpot is an Element used for holding cards. We must be able to 

create piles in order to simulate every possible card game Therefore, each 

CardSpot is defined as a list of containing cards. Players may have privileges to 

read or write (add / remove) CardSpots. On top of element’s properties, 

CardSpot also provides a way to manipulate contained list of cards and the system 

how the cards are stored (whether new cards are piled or spread). See the 

programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation details. 

2.3.4 TableBuilder 

The process of Table creation for each game is generally difficult since each 

Table has many Elements which have number of properties. Therefore, we 

created TableBuilder class. Besides, we created a specialized builder class for 

each Element as well. These classes contain methods that simplify Element and 

Table creation according to Builder design pattern [21]. This makes the Table 

creation easy to understand as well as to write it. See the programmer’s 

documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation details. 

2.3.5 IAction 

IAction interface serves as player’s action abstraction (read more about 

players in subsection 2.3.8). IAction does not have any special properties. It only 

states that the player’s actions are enumerable (player’s action may consist of more 

actions) and those actions may be comparable for equality (two different action 

objects may mean the same thing). The interface serves as wrapper of all 
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implemented actions (see Table 2-1). All actions should be able to serialize and 

deserialize to enable multiplayer games. See the programmer’s documentation in 

chapter 12 for more implementation details. 

  

Table 2-1: Predefined IActions 

Action Action is an enumerable holder of other more specialized 

actions. It is expected by several inner routines.  

CardSelection CardSelection is more specialized type of IAction 

holding information about selected CardSpot and selected 

card in the CardSpot. 

CardMovement CardMovement holds information about from which 

CardSpot what card was transferred to which CardSpot. 

Call Call derives from more specialized interface ICall that 

derives from IAction. On top of IAction, ICall 

defines that descendants must hold bidding call’s text. 

2.3.6 IPhase and IGame 

IPhase is an interface designed to satisfy Definition 5 of Game-phase. 

Classes inherited from this interface must provide a way to access player’s score, 

public information about other players, table settings of the game (see Definition 3) 

and must provide players with set of their available actions. 

IGame is an extension of IPhase interface defining on top of the IPhase 

properties several more. Namely DefaultDeckInstance that points to the 

complete deck of cards used in the IGame and Start/Stop methods used for 

execution of the IGame. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details. 
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2.3.7 ICglPackage 

Interface ICglPackage is used as a wrapper of the card game. The 

interface contains a unique Id of the package, Name of the package, name of the 

Author, number of players required for the game and pointer to the enter 

point IGame interface (see subsection 2.3.6). ICglPackage is used in client-

server integration (see subsections 3.2.4 and 4.3.5). 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details. 

2.3.8 IPlayer and APlayer 

IPlayer interface is used for abstract representation of any player. Each 

player defines his or her public Profile and GetAction method that accepts 

number of expected IActions (see subsection 2.3.5) and returns an Action 

which player has decided to execute. 

Most of properties defined in IPlayer can be predefined. Therefore, we 

created an abstract class APlayer having all the trivial properties (such as methods 

called SetPlaying or SetNotPlaying) already implemented. 

Beside APlayer, we predefined AUser an abstract class which should be 

used for distinctions of users and EmptyPlayer that is a complete class returning 

null value when GetAction method is called (see subsection 2.4.1 for more 

information about user’s integration and see subsection 2.4.3 for more information 

about game’s security). 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details. 

2.3.9 Class Diagram 

The following two pages we reserved for class diagram of classes and 

interfaces used in CardGameLib (Figure 2-2 and Figure 2-3). 
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Figure 2-2: First part of CardGameLib class diagram 
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Figure 2-3: Second part of CardGameLib class diagram 
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2.4 Client-server support 

The idea of CardGameLib library was not only to facilitate programmer’s 

work but to provide an abstraction for created CCGs as well. Using that abstraction, 

we are able to create an application capable of playing the game without knowing 

any details about its implementation. We will describe what parts of CardGameLib 

are important for that abstraction in this section, including how the games are 

distributed and what security risks are to be expected. 

2.4.1 Plug-in modules 

When the CCG is done it should be compiled into .dll assembly. This 

assembly should be made available to other players. The only thing the players 

interested in the game need to do is to place the assembly and additional files to 

appropriate folders. See subsection 3.2.4 for more information about server 

integration. See subsection 4.3.5 for client integration. 

The entry point of each game is ICglPackage interface. The interface 

defines all necessary information needed for implemented game’s classification 

(such as number of players, name or ID of the game). On top of that, the interface’s 

implementation must contain a pointer to starting phase of the game. 

2.4.2 Execution 

When the user wants to play any CCG, the client (or server) shall gather 

information about other players and execute appropriate ICglPackage 

implementation’s assigned starting phase’s Start method with prepared seed and 

array of players. Next steps depend on the game’s implementation. A client with 

graphical user interface (GUI) has to know how the Table is composed before the 

game starts. 
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2.4.3 Security and proper implementation 

There are several security risks and implementation details which are needed 

to be taken into consideration while designing a game using our framework. 

Players assigned to the game may be artificial. Since we are trying to create 

such abstraction, that players do not need to be aware of how the game is 

implemented; they need to have access to the Table of the current phase (because 

otherwise they would not have any other way to assess the current state of the game). 

Having access to the table, players are also able to access contained CardSpot, 

CallBox and other Element objects (see subsection 2.3.3). Some of our games 

may contain private cards available only to certain players. And so we need to 

restrict read and write privileges of contained Elements. 

This restriction is done via a private Dictionary of type IPlayer and 

integer called Privileges that is created for each Element. When the game 

starts, before cards are dealt, the game must assign Privileges to each Table 

Element for every player. Then, the game should seal the Privileges with 

some private object in order to prevent any player to add or remove Privileges. 

The game should not share any information about other players beside their 

public profiles in order to ensure that players cannot manipulate with other player’s 

cards. 

See our implementation of sample games in chapter 5. For more information 

about how to ensure game’s security see our implementation of sample games in 

chapter 5. 
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3 Server application 

We will discuss choices which were made while designing the server in this 

chapter as well as the most important implementation details. 

First, we must decide how the server should be designed. The server’s work 

shall be stated as well as amount of work distributed among the server and the client. 

Next, we will decide what protocol and language will be used for implementation. 

After we discuss the design of the server, we will describe its implementation 

concepts. That will include how the server communicates with the client applications 

(clients), the database, how the server manages groups of players seated at one table 

and how CCGs are integrated to the server. 

3.1 Design of server 

First, we must discuss what we expect the server to do in order to decide how 

the server should be implemented. We will decide what protocol to use for transport 

of information when the purpose of server is clear. Finally, we will analyze our 

implementation language options. 

We do not deal with security because of low amount of server’s functionality. 

The server currently does not hold any critical information about the client and 

therefore, there is no need of security measures to be increased. See chapter 8 for 

more information about possible security improvements. 

3.1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the server is to transfer information among certain number of 

clients and enable multiplayer games. There are several approaches that could be 

used. 

The first approach is to incorporate game logic to the server and use clients 

just as a medium to collect player’s actions and visualize the result received from the 

server. However, that would mean that the users cannot play games without access to 

the server or that the client must know how to interpret the game logic. So it seems 

unnecessary to incorporate game logic to the server as well. 
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We decided to go with the lightweight server approach where the server does 

as little work as possible and the most of the work is done by the client. The server 

manages the database requests (see subsection 3.2.2) and card table’s manipulation 

(see subsection 3.2.3). Lightweight server design simplifies the development. We do 

not need to incorporate the game logic to the server. It also magnifies the maximal 

number of connections due to the server not executing any performance intensive 

tasks but only replies to client’s requests which require execution of only few 

statements and almost no memory. Querying the database becomes the most time-

consuming aspect. The queries we need are simple and do not take much time. See 

the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation details. 

3.1.2 Protocol 

Although, there are others, TCP and UDP protocols are the most used 

protocols for transport of information between server and clients in games [22]. UDP 

protocol is packet based. When we send data from one machine to another, it may 

arrive in a wrong order or multiple times or not at all. We want to ensure that all 

other players will know about it when a player makes an action (see subsection 

2.3.5). We would have to ensure all packets arriving to all machines. 

TCP protocol solves that problem for us. It is a stream based protocol 

ensuring the arrival of data we pass on in a correct order to other machines. 

Therefore, we do not need to worry about incorrect order of actions executed by 

players at one table. This stability comes with a cost of speed. TCP protocol is slower 

than UDP protocol.  
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Card games are turn based. Most of the time, the amount of information we 

need to transport is very small. We usually wait for other player’s move. The 

information of player’s move is composed of four parts – player’s login (about 20 

characters on average), game’s ID (a single number), table’s name (20 characters on 

average) and action serialization (30 characters on average). So the size of an 

average message (see subsection 3.2.1.1) is approximately 70B. The amount of 

information should be transferred fairly quickly even during slowest of connections. 

Therefore, players commonly wait for other players, making the delay in transport of 

information almost insignificant. 

3.1.3 Language 

There are libraries for many implementation languages that support TCP 

socket connections. We decided to use C# for following reasons. 

- C# libraries contain support for TCP servers. 

- C# supports asynchronous programming that facilitates event-driven 

programming. 

- C# includes tools to access information from assemblies of CCGs. 

- There are libraries for C# that ease connecting to and querying libraries. 

- There is no limit on maximum number of connections to the server. 

- We are already familiar with C#. 

C#’s TcpListener class is used for accepting new TcpClients. Each 

TcpClient owns a Socket that facilitates communication with the client. That 

way the TcpListener is able to accept any number of clients until it encounters 

limitations of the operation system (OS) and hardware. 
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3.2 Implementation 

We implemented the server as event-driven asynchronous mediator. Meaning 

the server stays idle until it receives a message. When the server receives a message 

it usually neither modifies the message nor executes any complicated process. It only 

mediates the message between relevant clients. 

The server should try to prevent players from cheating (or hacking a game). 

There is no critical information held on the server, this functionality is not 

implemented and it is considered as future work (see chapter 8). If a player tries to 

hack the server, it will end up as a game exception by making an unauthorized move. 

After a client is connected, the server starts to asynchronously listen from the 

client’s stream. When a message is received, appropriate message handler is called. 

The server gathers required information from database, executes few simple 

functions that are not time consuming and responds with one or more messages to 

one or more clients. 

3.2.1 Communication with clients 

Communication via TcpClient Stream objects passes byte arrays of data 

from one end to another. This allows us to serialize any object to byte array stream 

and send it to the other machine. As a purpose to transport information between the 

server and clients we designed serializable Message class. 
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3.2.1.1 Messages 

Each Message between server and client owns a unique identification 

number and an array of contained objects. There are many messages which a client 

may send to the server or vice versa. We created a library called NetworkLibrary for 

simple manipulation with Messages that focuses on serialization and 

deserialization of passed objects between the server and clients. For each Message 

there is a class derived from EventArgs class that makes it passable as an 

argument to EventHandlers. These classes contain specialized properties for 

contained data and implicit conversion operators for converting from and to 

Message objects. See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more 

information and detailed list of classes. 

3.2.1.2 Serialization 

Information passed between server and clients may vary depending on 

client’s personal information. We need to be able to serialize any string into byte 

array and back again. For serialization and deserialization of string we use UTF-8 

encoding capable of high variability of characters with only four 8-bit bytes per 

character. 

We also need to separate contained data. We could come up with some kind 

of delimitation of contained information but since our messages do not contain large 

amount of data we can use already defined serialization protocols that may come 

with a price of non-minimal amount of memory used. We were already familiar with 

JavasScript Open Notation (JSON) that is a lightweight, text-based, language-

independent syntax for defining data interchange formats [23]. And since we did not 

have to deal with low-memory requirements we chose to use JSON as a serialization 

output of our Messages. 
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With the purpose of serialization, we included the JsonSerializer class 

to the NetworkLibrary. Since JSON is a very popular format, there are many existing 

libraries designed for serializing objects into JSON-formatted texts or deserializing 

objects back. We used Json.NET which is a popular high-performance open-source 

JSON framework for .NET platform [24]. JsonSerializer accepts a Message 

object or a string and serializes or deserializes it using the UTF-8 encoding and 

Json.NET framework. 

3.2.2 Database 

Many database systems could have been used. The most common one with 

the largest community is MySQL. MySQL is an open-source relational database 

management stable system that has been developed from 1995 [25]. MySQL 

performs very well in read-only or write not as often scenarios [26] which is our 

situation because the only write queries we use are Registration, 

StrikeUpFriendship, SetActivated, UpdateNickname and 

UpdatePassword (see Figure 3-1). These queries will not be used as often as the 

ones for information gathering. Therefore, MySQL is a suitable choice for our 

database. 

 

Figure 3-1: Database model - Friendship table, User table and Game table 

Since MySQL is popular and stable, there is MySQL Connector/NET, the 

connector that enables .NET applications to communicate with MySQL servers [27] 

provided by Oracle Corporation. We use the MySQL Connector/NET for connecting 

our server to the database server and for querying the database. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about database connection implementation. 
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3.2.3 Tables 

Tables stored in server represent physical tables with players. Each table 

holds a group of players who want to connect to a game. Tables are implemented as 

ITable interface and derived Table class. Beside manipulation with stored 

players (such as addition of new players or removal of players) the class allows 

storing game’s identification number, seed of the game, owner of the table or table’s 

name. 

Beside storing or retrieving information from database, the server manages 

connected players in tables. The server allows players to create new tables or to 

connect to tables with empty seats. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about table’s implementation. 

3.2.4 CCGs and AIs integration 

A game supposed to be available for multiplayer, must be imported to the 

server. Games are imported to the server manually. Each game must be registered in 

the database while it is being developed. After the game is registered (thus from a 

trusted source), it will be assigned a unique identification number. The number must 

be set as the game’s ID (see subsection 2.3.7). This raises an issue of stealing an 

identification of game on the server. An eventual hacker could read game’s 

identification information from game’s assembly and use it for his modified game. 

Currently, the server does not hold any critical information and such an attempt 

would not cause probably anything more than a game exception for one of the 

clients. However, it becomes a huge security concern in ranked games or other server 

improvement. See chapter 8 for more information on the topic of server’s security. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about importing CCGs and AIs to the server.  
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4 Client application 

We will discuss the choices we made while designing the client in this 

chapter, as well as the most important implementation details. 

First, we will discuss the purpose of the client and its functions it shall have. 

Afterwards, we decide what implementation language to use. Finally, we will 

describe the most important implementation details including design of the client, 

CCGs integration and security concerns. 

4.1 Purpose of client 

The purpose of the client was already discussed in section 3.1 where we 

decided that the client will do most of the work such as making server functions 

available to the user or handling the game logic. 

We can sum up the desired functions of the client into following list: 

1. Platform portability 

2. Accessing CCGs 

3. User registration 

4. User login 

5. User information update 

6. Offering and accepting friendships 

7. Single player games 

8. Multiplayer table creation 

9. Multiplayer table joining 

10. Multiplayer games 

4.2 Language and Frameworks 

We want our client to be portable same as CardGameLib (see chapter 2). We 

also want the communication properties as were discussed in subsection 3.1.3 from 

our client. Therefore, we decided to use C# language as well. For portability 

purposes we used Mono compiler [17]. 
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The main difference between the Client and Server applications is that the 

client has to communicate with a player. We are creating an application focused on 

card games, we want the card games to have graphics. The most commonly used 

framework for game creation using Mono compiler is called MonoGame [28]. 

MonoGame is great for creating various games, however, it lacks forms or 

other graphic user interface (GUI) features. If a programmer wants any GUI elements 

such as buttons or check boxes, coding by oneself is required. Our first attempt was 

to code GUI as well as the other functionality listed in section 4.1. However, as the 

project grew, we realized that the amount of work needed was significantly large and 

the esthetic results were not desirable. 

We found a discussion on MonoGame community forum [29]. The discussion 

frequently mentioned EmptyKeys as one of popular open-source GUI for MonoGame 

projects. 

EmptyKeys is an open-source multi-platform portable class library for Mono 

available for MonoGame engine that supports all the GUI controls we need [30]. 

EmptyKeys generates GUI from XAML [31] files that are similar to .NET WPF 

architecture [32]. The Model-View-ViewModel (MVVM) pattern [33] is fully 

supported and Empty Keys UI comes with base classes and Service Manager for easy 

use. Since Empty Keys UI is an open-source class library developed by a small team 

of collaborating programmers. It is not complete and comes with several bugs and 

shortcomings that we had to deal with (such as thread safety). 
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4.3 Implementation 

The client application consists of four projects. The structure follows the 

MVVM pattern of EmptyKeys framework. We will describe each project’s purpose 

and implementation details in the next four subsections. 

4.3.1 UniversalUserInterfaceWPF project 

UniversalUserInterfaceWPF is a portable class library that contains XAML 

files defining all the UserControls. The definitions are processed using 

EmptyKeys UI Generator on build. EmptyKeys UI Generator generates classes that 

match XAML definitions and saves them to a predifined folder. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about contained UserControls. 

4.3.2 UniversalClientLibrary 

UniversalClientLibrary is a portable class library. Its purpose is to contain the 

generated classes from UniversalUserInterfaceWPF (see subsection 4.3.1). 

UniversalClientLibrary contains only a folder GeneratedUI. EmptyKeys UI 

Generator transforms each XAML file from UniversalUserInterfaceWPF into a 

.xaml.cs file saved in this folder.  

These files should be read-only. All properties of the classes are private. If the 

programmer wants to set or read any of the properties, data bindings [34] should be 

used from appropriate ViewModel (see subsection 4.3.3.3).  
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4.3.3 UniversalClientData 

UniversalClientData is a portable class library that contains all the Models 

and ViewModels following the MVVM pattern (see Figure 4-1). 

UniversalClientData handles most of the application logic such as UserControl 

transitions, game logic visualization or user input reactions. 

 

Figure 4-1: MVVM pattern [35] 

The library project is divided into three folders. Features folder holding 

classes not visible to the user (such as collections of various objects), Models folder 

holding classes used by ViewModels for passing information to the View using 

bindings and ViewModels folder containing classes responsible for passing 

information to the View and handling user’s input. 

4.3.3.1 Features folder 

Features folder contains classes that hold meta-data information not visible to 

the player in any way. The main representatives are OnlinePlayer and 

OnlinePlayers classes. OnlinePlayer class is derived from the APlayer 

class (see subsection 2.3.8). OnlinePlayer represents remotely connected user to 

an ongoing game (for more information about Multiplayer games see subsection 

3.2.3). OnlinePlayers class represents a collection managing remotely 

connected players to ongoing games. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about contained classes. 
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4.3.3.2 Models folder 

Models folder contains data-models used by ViewModels to pass information 

to the user. The most important classes are PlayerChoice, and Spot. 

PlayerChoice class is used for holding information about players 

available to the user when creating a game or for retrieving information about the 

player chosen by the user. 

Spot class serves as a graphic representation of CardSpot (see subsection 

2.3.3.2) in played games (see subsection 4.3.3.3.2). 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about contained classes. 

4.3.3.3 ViewModels folder 

ViewModels folder contains ViewModel classes that are used as data-contexts for 

each defined View (see subsection 4.3.1). Each ViewModel contains definitions of 

properties accessed by View using data-bindings. On top of that, each ViewModel 

contains logic for manipulation with the current View (such as methods called on 

button clicks). ViewModels serve as core of the application. 

ViewModels are part of the UniversalClientData portable class library. There 

are some parts of Mono that are not referable from portable class libraries as libraries 

for manipulation with file system. These functions are accessible using IFasade 

interface provided by UniversalClient (see subsection 4.3.4 or the programmer’s 

documentation in chapter 12). 

We will describe the most important ViewModels contained in the project in 

next two subsections. See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more 

detailed information about ViewModels. 
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4.3.3.3.1 Menu 

MenuViewModel class serves as data-context for MainMenu view (see 

Figure 4-2). It defines all properties needed by the view such as button commands or 

lists of tabs and friends (right column that is not visible in the Figure 4-2). The 

MenuViewModel class is responsible for managing tabs. Therefore, it defines 

functions for adding or closing new tabs such as Question or Game views on top 

of the properties for MainMenu view. 

 

Figure 4-2: MainMenu View 

 

4.3.3.3.2 Game 

GameViewModel class serves as data-context for Game view. The Game 

view contains a single Canvas control. The GameViewModel fills the Canvas 

control with a control for each Element object (see subsection 2.3.3) of assigned 

game’s Table (see subsection 2.3.6). 

Most of Element objects are represented as Image controls. CardSpot 

and CallBox are the most important Element derived classes. 
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CallBox objects are represented as ListBox controls containing all 

available Calls (see subsection 2.3.5) of player that is on the turn. 

CardSpot objects are represented as LinearBorder controls containing 

Image controls with a texture appropriate to the CardSpot’s content. The 

manipulation with CardSpot objects requires more than a few functions (such as 

functions for transporting cards or changing textures on CardSpot change events). 

Therefore, we enwrapped all objects and functions related to CardSpot objects into 

the Spot class. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about CallBox or CardSpot implementation in the client. See the user’s 

documentation in chapter 12 for more information about CallBox or CardSpot 

manipulation in the client. 

4.3.4 UniversalClient 

UniversalClient is an executable application that runs on MonoGame using the 

EmptyKeys engine. UniversalClient manages all data sources and outputs such as 

textures, CCGs, AIs or application logs. UniversalClient also manages 

communication with the Server (see chapter 3). The application project is divided 

into three projects that will be described in the next three subsections. 

4.3.4.1 Application 

The Application folder contains classes that are not related to neither 

gameplay nor networking. Config, Cryptology and Program are the most 

important classes from the Application folder are. 

Config class loads or saves settings of the application (such as logging 

level, server address or delay between player’s turns in CCGs. 

Cryptology class holds Encrypt method used for encrypting array of 

bytes using SHA512 encryption. 
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Program class contains the entry point of the application. It creates an 

instance of GameInstance class (see subsection 4.3.4.1) and executes its Run 

method. That initializes the GameInstance class and starts the MonoGame 

engine. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information about 

classes contained in the Application folder. 

4.3.4.2 Network 

The Network folder contains all the classes involved in the communication 

with the server. 

The lowest level class managing translation of Message objects and sending 

or receiving them from the Server is called CommunicationLine. see subsection 

3.2.1 for more information about the communication between the server and clients. 

When the CommunicationLine receives a Message from the server, it 

passes the Message to the MessageHandler class. MessageHandler reads 

the ID of the Message and triggers the appropriate EventHandler. 

The last class in the Network folder is called NetWorker. NetWorker 

class contains methods for contacting the server. Each method accepts different data, 

creates appropriate Message object, creates a callback Task awaiting the result of 

the server request and sends the created Message using the 

CommunicationLine object. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about classes contained in the Network folder. 
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4.3.4.3 Game 

The Game folder contains classes used by ViewModels in 

UniversalClientData project and GameInterface class that is used as entry point 

for MonoGame engine. There are seven important classes within the Game folder – 

User, TextureLoader, Dispatcher, Facade, GameList, PlayerList 

and GameInterface. 

User class derives from AUser class (see subsection 2.4.3). It represents the 

user as a player in CCGs and contains methods for connecting or disconnecting the 

user from the server. 

TextureLoader class manages textures of cards or other game objects 

(such as CardSpots or CallBoxes). For more information about CCG textures 

see subsection 4.3.5. 

Dispatcher class contains a method for registration of a Task and a 

method for execution of contained Tasks. It is used for serialization of 

manipulation with GUI. The need for Dispatcher rose from the fact that 

EmptyKeys framework lacks of support for asynchronous access. There could have 

been a conflict in access since CCGs, MonoGame engine and MessageHandler 

events run in separate threads. 

Facade class follows the facade design pattern [36] and exposes the 

functionality of UniversalClient application to the UniversalClientData library. 

Classes from UniversalClientData library may use various functions of the Facade 

class such as registering Events for incoming Message objects from the server 

(see subsection 4.3.4.2) or encrypting byte arrays (see subsection 4.3.4.1). 

GameList class manages available CCGs. The class is derived from a 

Dictionary that assigns each CCG to its integer ID number. For more 

information about CCG integration to the client see subsection 4.3.5. 

PlayerList class manages available AIs. The class is derived from a 

List of APlayer objects that are instances of available AIs. For more information 

about AI integration to the client see subsection 4.3.5. 
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GameInterface class is derived from MonoGame framework’s Game 

class and as such serves as an entry point of the GUI. It contains several functions 

that are called upon initialization and Update and Draw methods that are called 

periodically and call appropriate methods in EmptyKeys framework’s engine. The 

Update method also calls the Dispatcher object’s ExecuteTask method. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more information 

about classes contained in the Game folder. 

4.3.5 CCG and AI integration 

If the user wants to install new CCG or AI, he or she only needs to copy the 

generated library into Content/Assets/ directory in the root directory of the client 

application. The game or AI is automatically loaded by the PlayerList or 

GameList. 

When the game starts, application loads all required textures. That involves 

required Element textures and ICard textures for all cards contained in 

DefaultDeckInstance of the game (see subsection 2.3.6). The textures are 

saved in Content/Textures/ directory in to root directory of the client application. 

There is a directory for each game and for each deck containing textures in .svg 

format. .svg files contain definitions of vector graphics. We use vector graphics in 

our application for scalability of game images to any resolution of user’s display. 

Vector graphics take time to load. For that reason, during the first launch of the game 

.png images in appropriate resolution are generated and saved for next use. 

For more information about CCGs and AIs installation, see the user’s 

documentation in chapter 12. See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for 

more information about CCGs and AIs integration to the client application. 
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4.3.6 Security 

There are two security issues that we need to take into consideration. 

The first issue is the password encryption. Passwords are encrypted using 

SHA512 encryption. SHA512 is a cryptographic hash function. When applied to the 

provided input it results in a 128-digit hexadecimal number. It is highly unlikely to 

match the value produced for a different input. SHA512 is a variant of the SHA-2 set 

of cryptographic hash functions [37]. 

The second issue is securing communication with the server. The 

communication is not encrypted. The worst case scenario is that a hacker may access 

the login information of a user. However, there is no important information about the 

user stored on the server; the user can just create a new account. On the other hand, 

the concern of unsecure communication with the server will increase with the growth 

of functionality of the server and so the encryption is one of main items included in 

the Future Works (see chapter 8). 
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5 Implemented Classic Card Games 

To verify universality of our solution to the CCG definition (see Definition 7) 

we implemented two card games using our framework (see chapter 2). The first one 

is called Lora. The second one is called Tic Tac Toe. 

Lora consists of eight sub-games. Those sub-games may be divided into four 

different genres (see section 5.1). One of those genres contains a bidding phase. 

Together with Tic Tac Toe we test out five different genres of card games and one of 

them contains a bidding phase. On top of that, Lora tests the ability of creating sub-

games (see subsection 2.3.6). 

5.1 Lora 

Lora [38] is a card game primarily played in Central Bohemian Region in the 

Czech Republic. It consists of eight sub-games – No Reds, Over Knaves, First Last, 

All, Red King, Quarters, Tens and Graduation. First five games are very similar but 

Quarters, Tens and Graduation differs. The players play four rounds of these eight 

games and try to collect as low amount of penalty points as possible. We did not 

implement harakiri phase of the game. It could be implemented like any other game 

of the first genre. 

Lora could be divided into four different genres which will be described in 

paragraphs below. 

No Reds, Over Knaves, First Last, All and Red King game’s
2
 rules are very 

simple
3
. Players try to avoid certain cards or tricks. When a collected trick consists of 

penalty cards the player receives penalty points. The sum of penalty points any of the 

games appoints is always eight. 

  

                                                 

2
 Žádná červená, Filci, První poslední, Všechny a Červený král 

3
 No Reds have similar rules as Hearts. Each heart card is counted as a penalty point. There is no 

penalty for Queen of Spades. When collecting all hearts the player that collected them receives all the 

penalty points. The game is played with German deck instead of French deck. The other games are 

similar as well. Only the penalty cards and the amount of penalty points received change. 
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Starting player in Quarters puts from one to four subsequent cards on the 

table. Other players complete the cards on the table to four subsequent cards. The 

cards are always completed using higher cards then the lowest one on the table. The 

highest card takes the trick and the owner of the highest card may put new cards on 

the table. If there are no higher cards to complete four subsequent cards on the table 

the trick may contain lower amount of cards. The game ends when one of the players 

is out of cards. Other players count the number of cards left in their hands as the 

number of penalty points. 

In Tens players try to place all their cards on the table. At first only tens can 

be placed. When a ten is placed on the table, nine and under knave of the same color 

may be placed. This process is repeated with each card besides seven and ace 

allowing new cards to be placed on the table. Players may place more than one card 

on the table at once. When a player cannot place any card on the table, he receives a 

penalty point. The game ends when one of the players is out of cards. Other players 

add the amount of cards in their hands to their penalty points. 

After cards are dealt in Graduation game, the starting player chooses any of 

other Lora games that he desires to play. His or her goal is not to achieve any penalty 

point in the game of his choosing. If he or she does achieve at least one point, he or 

she gets eight points and other players do not receive any. In case of the starting 

player loses, the graduation game is repeated. The game is repeated up to three times. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details. 
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5.2 Tic Tac Toe 

Tic Tac Toe is not a card game. We decided to implement Tic Tac Toe for 

demonstrating of usability of the framework and for the simplicity of the game that 

we could use in AI testing. 

The game is played by two players. The game is usually played on a 3x3 

board. First player plays using a circle sign. The second player plays using a cross 

sign. They both move alternately. Players place their signs on empty squares. 

Appropriate player wins when three own signs are placed on a column, row or 

diagonal. None of the players managed to win while the board is filled; the game 

ends in a draw. 

We modified the game to fit our classic card game definition. The board is 

represented as a Table containing eleven CardSpot objects (see subsection 

2.3.2). Nine of those CardSpot objects are used as the grid for placing player’s 

signs. The other two CardSpot objects are used as player’s hands. The players are 

assigned random sign. The player with circle sign is dealt five Blue Circle cards. The 

player with cross sign is dealt four Red Cross cards. Therefore, 

DefaultDeckInstance (see subsection 2.3.6) consists of nine cards of two 

values and suits. The game is able to provide the player with all his or her available 

actions since those are the only card movements from his or her hand to empty 

CardSpot objects in the grid. The game consists only of one gameplay phase. 

Finally, the scoring of the game is 1 point to the player that wins and -1 point to the 

player who lost or 0 points to both players when they draw. 

Therefore, Tic Tac Toe can be modified to fit the Definition 7: Classic Card 

Game and confirms that our definition and framework is applicable to more than just 

card games. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 see the programmer’s 

documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation details. 
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5.3 Spared amount of work 

One of our goals was to ease development of CCGs. We will try to estimate 

how much work is actually done by our framework in this section, as well as what 

amount of work has been is left to the programmer. We will start with how much 

source lines of code (SLOC) are spared and then we can talk about graphics 

reusability. 

We may start with what the programmer are obligated to do. The programmer 

has to create a Table (see subsection 2.3.2). Tic Tac Toe game uses the 

TicTacToeTable class as a wrapper around Table class that allows easy access 

to contained Elements. The class is 123 SLOC long. Then Tic Tac Toe has to 

define its Card objects and Deck (see subsection 2.3.1). The class has 117 SLOC. 

Finally Tic Tac Toe must define the Tic Tac Toe game as implementation of IGame 

interface (see subsection 2.3.6) and an ICglPackage interface (see subsection 

2.3.7) implementation as entry point of the game. Both are implemented to 

TicTacToe class. The class has 312 SLOC. Together that gives 552 SLOC. 

The simplest Tic Tac Toe game implementation we found on GitHub has 550 

lines of code [39] and is implemented using Windows Forms. By this means, the 

amount of work needed was almost the same. Tic Tac Toe is not a card game; 

therefore, it could not use any of predefined resources of our CardGameLib library. 

However, our framework together with client and server applications enables 

multiplayer games. The GitHub implementation does not. In order to enable 

multiplayer games the Windows Forms application would have to implement server 

application and client-server communication. Simple implementation of client-server 

communication without almost any functionality is about 319 SLOC long [40].  
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Lora on the other hand does not need to define Deck nor Cards. It uses an 

already defined GermanDeck. It also uses already predefined Table for four 

players FourPlayersTable. Together the Lora has 1887 SLOC. Lora is 

composed of eight sub-games. Together, it is nine card games and average number of 

lines per game is equal to 210. Rules and design of table of each card game contained 

in Lora is more complicated than the rules and table design of Tic Tac Toe. 

Therefore we assume that none of the games would have less than 500 SLOC if 

coded without our framework. That gives us more than 300 spared SLOC per game. 

Question on graphics follows. See CCG integration into client application in 

subsection 4.3.5. Deck directories are saved to the same directory as game 

directories. Due to that fact, the programmer does not have to draw his own card 

textures and he only must define the background and Element textures. If he or she 

wishes, he or she does not have to define even those and can copy their definition 

from another game’s directory. A large amount of work can be spared if the 

programmer uses predefined cards, decks and their graphics. 
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6 AI in Classic Card Games 

Artificial intelligence (AI) was one of our concerns when designing the CCG 

framework (see section 1.3). Therefore, to create an AI for any game designed using 

our framework the programmer needs only to implement the IPlayer interface (or 

to derive from APlayer class). 

The key method of the AI player is the GetAction method (see chapter 12). 

The method accepts the number of expected Actions (see subsection 2.3.5) that 

player should do (-1 when not specified) and returns the Action that player desires 

to make. 

For player to be able to decide what action he or she wants to make, he or she 

must be able to see the current state of the game. The current state of the game is 

identified by the positioning of Card objects on the Table. Therefore, each 

Player is passed the relevant IPhase object on the start of the phase. The 

IPhase object is stored in player’s Phase property. 

Each Phase defines its Table so that each player can observe the current 

state of the game and AvailableActions method that returns all Action 

objects that a player can make. The method should ease player’s decision process as 

well as verify that the player’s Action is acceptable. 

We will discuss our options when implementing AIs in this chapter, as well 

as how they are suited for our framework. Furthermore, we will describe what AIs 

we implemented and what their shortcomings are. 

6.1 Software agents 

An agent is anything that can be viewed as perceiving its environment 

through sensors and acting upon that environment through actuators [41]. The agent 

acts as a user. In our case, the enviroment is the IPhase in which the player 

participates in. The actuators are player’s IActions. We will discuss intelligent 

agents. Intelligent agents direct their activity towards achieving goals. Russell and 

Norvig group agents into five classes [42]. 
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First class is called Simple reflex agents (see Figure 6-1). Simple reflex agent 

observes the current state of the environment (Table) and act upon it. It ignores the 

history and future. The agent function is implemented as set of conditions (if 

perception then action). Simple reflex agents are often used in fully-observable 

environments. 

 

Figure 6-1: Simple reflex agent [43] 

 

Second class is called Model-based reflex agents (see Figure 6-2). Model-

based reflex agent can handle partially-observable environments. It maintains a 

model of the environment. The model holds information about how the environment 

works and thus is able to predict the unobserved parts of the environment. History 

and future can be predicted based on the held model. Action is chosen in the same 

way as in the Simple reflex agent’s implementation. 

 

Figure 6-2: Model-based reflex agent [44] 
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Third class is called Goal-based agents (see Figure 6-3). Goal-based agents 

define on top of the Model-based reflex agents a goal function. Goal function allows 

the agent to decide whether the given state is a goal state. The agent is then able to 

search the state space and decide which action leads to a goal state. 

 

Figure 6-3: Goal-based agent [45] 
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Fourth class is called Utility-based agents (see Figure 6-4). Utility-based 

agents define on top of goal-based agents a utility function. Utility function measures 

the desirability of any given state. Utility-based agents choose an action that leads to 

a state that maximizes the value of their utility function. The utility function is often 

unknown and computed as predicted outcome of an action. The outcome is usually 

predicted using the model of the environment or by reasoning or learning. 

 

Figure 6-4: Utility-based agent [46] 
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The last class is called Learning agents (see Figure 6-5). Learning agents are 

composed of several components - Critic, Learning element, Problem generator and 

Performance element. When the agent receives information about the environment, it 

evaluates its performance using the Critic and uses the feedback of the Critic to 

improve its decision process. Based on the received information and already known 

information, the Problem generator states a new goal. The goal often aims to teach 

the agent something new about the environment and its mechanics. Finally, the 

Performance element decides next action of the agent based on the decision process 

and stated goal from the Problem generator. 

 

Figure 6-5: Learning agent [47] 
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All the stated agents can be implemented using our framework. However, 

some are easier to implement then the other. The first class can be implemented 

easily using the Table of the Phase. The player is in as an environment and a 

decision tree. The second class can be implemented easily as well. The agent can 

predict the cards in CardSpot objects. It does not have read privileges to using the 

history of actions other players made. 

On the other hand, Goal-based and Utility-based agents require an ability of 

searching the state space. This ability is not supported by our framework. For the 

agents to be able to search the state space they have to implement the game logic and 

run simulation of the game by themselves. The CCG already implemented can be 

used as the simulation if the player has access to the initial seed. Unfortunately, the 

framework uses non-trivial amount of objects used for the abstraction of the game 

(see section 2.4) the simulation is quite slow. In addition, accessing the seed of the 

game and simulating it to the end would be considered as cheating since the player 

can potentially find out what are the hidden cards. Therefore, the decision process 

can be slow and this behavior is not recommended. 

Learning agents have the advantage that they do not require any initial 

information from the start and operate only based on the model that they create while 

playing. And thus they do not need to search the state space. Therefore, we are able 

to implement Learning agents that perform very fast. The main obstacle is state space 

representation. See section 6.1 for more information about our implementation of 

learning agents. 

6.2 AIs with context 

By AIs with context, we mean AIs that know the concepts and rules of the 

game they are playing. By AI without context (see section 6.3), we mean AIs which 

were programmed in such a way that they are able to play (or learn to play) any 

CCG. 
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6.2.1 Implemented AIs 

We implemented several AIs with context. Each one was implemented with 

different approach. 

We implemented AI for playing No Reds sub-game of Lora (see section 5.1) 

called NoRedsAI. The AI is based on Model-based reflex agent design (see section 

6.1). It keeps track of played cards and tries to anticipate ideal reaction to the current 

model of the environment. For more implementation details see the programmer’s 

documentation in chapter 12. 

Next implemented AI called MiniMaxPlayer is designed for playing Tic 

Tac Toe (see section 5.2). It uses Goal-based agent architecture (see section 6.1). 

When the agent is asked to make a move it searches the state space of the current 

state of Tic Tac Toe game and chooses the optimal move. The search is done in a 

simulation of the game which was programmed together with the AI. Since Tic Tac 

Toe has non-losing strategy and MiniMaxPlayer searches in the worst case whole 

state space, the agent never loses. See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 

for more implementation details. 

We also implemented TicTacToeProblemPlayer AI based on the 

Learning agent (see section 6.1) for Tic Tac Toe game. The AI is based on Q-

Learning method. TicTacToeProblemPlayer. See subsections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 

for more information about. 

Another Q-Learning agent we made is called NoRedsQLearningAi. For 

more information about NoRedsQLearningAi see subsections 6.2.4 and 6.2.5. 

6.2.2 Agent’s obstacles and self-learning AI 

Games with large state spaces are hard to describe using behavior trees of 

reflexive agents. AIs for such games are usually implemented as Goal-based or 

Utility-based agents. However, we are not able to create versatile utility functions 

because of the complexity of the game in card games such as Poker or Hearts. Poker 

and Hearts are games of incomplete information (we are not allowed to see other 

player’s cards) making their state space very large and hard to estimate [48]. 

Therefore, Goal-based agents would not be able to decide in an acceptable time limit. 
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Problem mentioned above can be solved by using a Monte Carlo Tree Search 

algorithm. However, that would require searching state space and thus implement 

simulated environment for each game (see section 6.1). Another approach is self-

learning AI. See why we decided to use a RL technique in subsection 6.2.3. A 

common way to implement a self-learning AI is using Reinforced Learning (RL) 

[49]. We will describe a method of RL called Q-Learning. 

6.2.3 Q-Learning role in our solution 

We will attempt to describe our reasoning for choosing Q-Learning technique 

in this subsection. The main alternatives to Q-Learning are Monte Carlo class 

methods. 

6.2.3.1 MCTS algorithm 

Monte Carlo class methods are frequently represented by Monte Carlo Tree 

Search (MCTS). MCTS starts at a given state, expands all possible future states and 

chooses one of them. When a goal state is found the MCTS credits all the states on 

the path from the starting state to the goal state evaluation based on the result of the 

goal state. This is repeated until the time limit passes. MCTS then decides for the 

action that leads to a state with the best credit. 

This approach has several problems. First, MCTS needs to search the state 

space which is possible only if the MCTS knows the context of the game (simulator 

must be provided) or by running a large number of simultaneous games and using the 

ones in which the AI got to the same state as simulations. A non-trivial amount of 

time will be required due to possibly very large state space (see subsection 6.2.2) and 

would render the AI similar to RandomAI. 

Card games are partially observable. When the game is not fully observable, 

the MCTS algorithm is implemented as counterfactual regret minimization technique 

[50]. 
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Another problem is multiplayer. AIs are executed in client applications (see 

section 4.1). MCTS algorithm is not well suited for multiplayer games since two 

different players may use different machines and operating systems. Not only the 

generation of random numbers could yield to different results also the speed of the 

computer could alter the result of MCTS since the amount of computations in a given 

time would most likely differ. 

6.2.3.2 Q-Learning algorithm 

Q-Learning is a RL technique. The technique tries to learn such a policy 

telling the agent what action to execute based on current state of an environment. The 

advantage of Q-Learning against reflexive agents is that a Q-Learning agent does not 

need to know anything about models of the environment and does not need any 

definition of a behavior tree. For information about Q-Learning agent’s 

implementation see subsection 6.2.4. 

Let us consider two states of a Q-Learning agent. The first phase is a learning 

one. The second phase is when the agent is already taught. Learning of the agent can 

be done once on a high-performance computer. After the player is taught the   table 

can be frozen so that the contained values do not alter anymore. If we forbid the AI 

to experiment and only allow it to pick the action with the highest value of   table 

for a given state, the   table can be reduced to a Dictionary   of states and 

actions. For each state we can tell the expected optimal action based on the original 

  table.   can be shared between users as the final AI that is in fact a Simple reflex 

agent (see section 6.1). It will always act the same on any machine. 

The Q-Learning has been set as an ideal for our aim of work. 

6.2.4 Q-Learning Implementation 

Q-Learning is a RL technique. The technique tries to learn such a policy 

telling the agent what action to execute based on current state of an environment. The 

advantage of Q-Learning against reflexive agents is that a Q-Learning agent does not 

need to know anything about models of the environment and does not need any 

definition of a behavior tree. 
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We work with CCGs lacking of complete information. Q-Learning can handle 

it because of its ability of handling problems with stochastic transitions and rewards, 

without requiring adaptations [51]. 

Q-Learning works in such a way that starts with the set   of all possible states 

and the set   of all possible actions for each state. The agent creates a table       

of numerical evaluation of all possible actions depending on each state. In other 

words, we remember how well an action is performed in each game state. When the 

Q-Learning agent is asked to choose an action it takes its current state     and 

looks up the relevant row    in table  . Based on the values in row    the agent 

selects an action     to execute. Executing an action in a specific state provides 

the agent with a reward. The goal of the agent is to maximize the total future score. 

The   table is updated based on formula showed in Figure 6-6. 

 

Figure 6-6: Q table update formula [51] 

 

There are several problems with this approach. The first one is that in CCGs 

we are usually not able to calculate a reward for any state besides of the goal state. In 

addition, we are not able to determine in trivial amount of time what possible future 

game states are. This problem was solved using backtracking method of   table 

update. We cannot visit the same state twice in one game in most of card games such 

as Hearts, Poker or Lora. Therefore we update the   table after the game ends. When 

the game ends we know the result of the game. Let us say that while we played we 

visited game states         and performed actions          . Then we update the 

  table starting at: 

    (         )  (   )   (         )    (            
 (    )) 
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After the new   table is updated for the tuple          , we update the state 

that preceded: 

    (         )  (   )   (         )    (              
 (      )) 

And so on, until we update the first state: 

    (     )  (   )   (     )    (            
 (    )) 

Another problem that we had to deal with was the large amount of possible 

game states. We had already stated in subsection 6.2.2 that games can have large 

amount of possible game states that may be even bigger then      for Poker. Poker 

is played using French playing card’s deck that contains 52 cards. The amount of 

memory needed is roughly                     bytes       of 

memory. That is not only a heavy burden on computer’s memory but also on time 

needed for training such an AI. 

Therefore, we needed to compress the state space. Our solution to this 

problem was inspired by Feature Construction for Reinforced Learning in Hearts 

paper by Nathan R. Sturtevant and Adam M. White [5]. We anticipate several basic 

features of the game and construct abstract states consisting of feature’s 

combinations and use them instead of whole state space. This approach suffers of 

loss of information. In the paper, neural networks were used for anticipation of 

usefulness of features. 

We implemented simulated annealing in order to accelerate the process of 

learning. In hot phase of simulated annealing learning factors are increased and dim 

over time.  

We also inspired by Michel Tokic’s paper on Adaptive ε-greedy Exploration 

in Reinforcement Learning Based on Value Differences [52] and implemented his 

strategy for balancing exploration/exploitation for each state from state space. 

We implemented the most of a Q-Learning agent in CardGameQLearning 

library (see chapter 12). If a programmer desires to implement a Q-Learning player 

the only thing needed to provide are the features and feature acquirement from a state 

method. The rest of the Q-Learning technique is already implemented with the 

emendations mentioned above. 
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6.2.5 Results and possible adaptations 

We successfully taught Q-Learning agent to play the Tic Tac Toe game (see 

section 5.2) on the same level as MiniMaxAI does (see subsection 6.2.1). As 

features we used each sign’s positions. As our states we used four-combinations of 

features. 

However, we were not able to implement successful Q-Learning agent for No 

Reds sub-game of Lora (see section 5.1). The best performing agent called 

NoRedsQLearningAI acquired approximately twice as much penalty points as 

NoRedsAI (see subsection 6.2.1), nevertheless, approximately a third less than 

RandomAI (see subsection 6.3.1). Therefore, we concluded that the Q-Learning did 

perform in some way but not as well as we would like it to. 

We assume that the problem was in finding the right features to use. The 

feature choosing is not a simple problem. We suggest trying to compose the Q-

Learning AI with neural networks for feature choosing as was done in Feature 

Construction for Reinforced Learning in Hearts paper [5]. 

The Q-Learning algorithm would try to learn what environment’s features are 

relevant and worth remembering would be another possible adaptation. 

We consider both as possible Future Works (see chapter 8). 
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6.3 AIs without context 

The abstract representation of CCGs (see section 2.4) allows us to implement 

AIs that do not need to know the rules of the game. We will describe what AIs we 

implemented in this section, as well as what other AIs could be implemented. 

6.3.1 Implemented AIs 

We implemented only two AIs without context. The first one is called 

RandomAI. When the AI is asked what action it wants to perform it asks the current 

Phase (see player’s description in subsection 2.3.8) what Actions it may perform. 

Then it checks how many actions are expected to return and then returns the number 

(or randomly chosen number if the number of expected actions is not specified) of 

randomly chosen available Actions. 

The second one is called ProbabilityPlayer. On creation of the AI it is 

given a Dictionary of players and probabilities that are assigned to them. When 

an Action is expected from the AI it chooses a random player from the dictionary 

with respect to the held probabilities and lets him decide what action to use. 

See the programmer’s documentation in chapter 12 for more implementation 

details. 

6.3.2 Other options 

A Learning agent is an only relevant option (see section 6.1) All other agent 

classes require at least some basic knowledge of the environment. Implementation of 

such an AI would have to face the same obstacles as the Q-Learning approach does 

(see subsection 6.2.5). Therefore, we consider designing such an AI nontrivial 

problem and as one of possible Future Works (see chapter 8). 
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7 Conclusion 

We successfully implemented a card game framework that simplifies the 

work for other programmers and provides an abstraction of classic card games. The 

framework supports easy development of reflexive agents but is not limited to them. 

We were able to create goal-based and learning agents as well. We also created a 

library that simplifies the creation of self-learning artificial intelligences. 

We implemented ten card games with five different concepts and six artificial 

intelligences with four different concepts for agents’ implementations by using our 

framework. Therefore, we conclude that our framework is capable of supporting 

simple creation of classic card games and associated with artificial intelligences. 

Two of those artificial intelligences were self-learning ones implemented 

using Q-Learning technique of reinforced learning. The quality of the self-learning 

artificial intelligences decrease with complexity of the game played. We conclude 

that Q-Learning has its place among classic card game’s artificial intelligences but 

more research has to be done in the field of state space compression. 

Furthermore, we were successful in creation of universal cross-platform client 

application and a server application that together enable a single player and a 

multiplayer game using the abstraction of classic card games provided by our library. 

Client and server applications help with distribution of classic card games between 

users. 
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8 Future Works 

The library provides variety of extensions that could be implemented such as: 

- Table objects (see subsection 2.3.2) represented as continuous planes 

instead of discrete ones 

- Element objects (see subsection 2.3.3) that could be placed on the table 

(such as buttons or labels) 

- Predefined popular card decks (Swiss suited or Spanish suited decks) (see 

subsection 2.3.1) 

- Predefined routines for card comparison 

The universality of our framework allows creation of a number of classic card 

games or board games that can be transformed so that they fit the Definition 7: 

Classic Card Game (see chapter 5). We may can uncounted number of artificial 

intelligences for each implemented game (see chapter 6). 

The universality of the framework encourages creation of general artificial 

intelligence and research in state space compression (see subsection 6.2.5). Neural 

networks could be connected to our Q-Learning implementation, easing the selection 

of underlying features of combined states. Learning agents (see section 6.1) could be 

created that would try to understand the game and learn how to play it without any 

previous knowledge of the game’s rules. 

In the client (see chapter 4) and server (see chapter 3) applications more 

functions can be implemented such as: 

- Ranked games 

- Avatars of players 

- Chat between players 

- Marketplace of classic card games and artificial intelligences 

- User’s statistics creation 
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With more features implemented, securing the client-server communication is 

an unavoidable issue. In addition, if the ranked plays are implemented, there will be a 

need for checking artificial intelligence against cheating and for checking created 

CCGs against identification theft. This issue rises from the fact that the libraries 

containing artificial intelligences can be easily hacked or replaced by similar libraries 

containing modified artificial intelligences. Same goes for created CCGs. Possible 

solution would be using signatures of files for checking whether files were modified. 
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